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.e rail, and mechanically as a rail joint, the breakages
ling 1 per cent, of the total joints welded after several
ervice in at least one installation and averaging very
ds record on several other roads.
Dnsidering any of these three methods of making combi-
joints and bonds where the joint is necessarily mechan-
l, it should be borne in mind that the track will expand
Either sufficiently to throw it noticeably out of gauge
rigidly held in place by street paving. None of these
ire therefore suitable for anything but paved city
less an exception be made of the few cases where they
tried with expansion joints every few hundred feet,
dnts of course some other type of bond must necessarily
d.
processes combine a rail joint with a bond, doing away
plates,' track bolts, and other types of bonds, their
naturally much greater than that of any other bond
srrick and Boynton1 give average prices for these
joints of from $2.67 each for cast welded joints and
for the "thermit" process, up to $5.50 or $6.00 per
le electric weld. These figures do not include opening
2; the pavement around the joint in case old track is
;ed, which cost will vary from $1.00 to $1.25 per joint.
*sting.—The bond resistance of a well bonded track
B. & S. bonds will range from 5 to 7 per cent, of the
of the track return. With a few missing bonds or
contacts between bonds and rails this resistance may
3d many times. While the maximum allowable vol-
in the return circuit is often very rigidly fixed in the
is by municipal ordinance, it is for the interest of the
company to keep this resistance at a minimum value,
oltage at the car varies inversely and the losses vary
:h the resistance. It has been customary, therefore, to
.ent tests for the resistance of rail bonds and the stand-
3n rather arbitrarily set that the resistance of a bond
s than that of 3 ft. of rail,
parison of the resistance of the bond with that of 3 ft.
be very readily made by making use of the current
:he rail. Two contacts, (a) and (6). Fig. 74, consisting
d steel knife edges or points connected to a milli-
-n Electric Railway Practice," by Herrick and Boynton.

